
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date: 11 November 2011 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
Last night we had our second incident with pepper spray activation. The culprits entered 
through the roof, therefore the armed response company were unable to see any forced 
entry when they came to carry out an inspection. I was phoned again at about 3am to say 
that the alarm was still going off and that there was no longer a telephone signal. Since this 
seemed strange I came down to do an internal check with the armed response company.  
 
As soon as I walked in the front door I smelled the pepper spray and knew immediately that 
we had been broken into. The perpetrators had come in through the roof and tried to enter 
the offices from the warehouse. The intruder(s), would have walked straight in the pepper 
spray (and I only wish I had video footage of this…). They had had plenty of time since the 
armed response company had come after the first activation much earlier in the evening. It 
seems like absolutely nothing was taken – not even PC’s from the factory. I attribute this to 
the intruder(s) not feeling so good after the encounter with the spray. 
 
As I said, this is our second incident since we have had the pepper spray. In both instances, 
they have ONLY managed to damage the property through gaining entry and have basically 
got away with one projector (from the first break in).  
 
There is no doubt in my mind that the pepper spray will work for me when the armed 
security company can’t (i.e. roof entry or entry where the armed response companies do 
not have access). For anyone who is fed up with break-ins, I really recommend Compusafe’s 
pepper spray alarms. 
 
Please feel free to give me a call should you want to discuss. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Mark Valentine 
Tel: 031  702 3050 
markv@greenoffice.co.za 
 
 
 


